- Switch between models to find sheets 1 & 2
- Project specific symbols should be placed in the Sheet 2 model
- Gray elements are construction elements and will not print
- Place continuation of Index of Sheets from excel spreadsheet in Sheet 1 model

![INDEX TO SHEETS](image)

- Save the excel file; Copy the Index to Sheets
- Go to Drawing>Home>Selection>Paste>Paste Special
- Paste as an Linked Worksheet by Corners; Snap to gray box
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ABBREVIATIONS

- A: length of curve
- B: tangent distance
- C: average daily traffic
- D: drainage
- E: elevation
- F: friction
- G: grade
- H: height
- I: intersection
- J: joint
- K: design speed
- L: length
- M: material
- N: number
- O: on
- P: points of intersection
- Q: quantities
- R: radius
- S: spring
- T: tangent length
- U: units
- V: vehicle
- W: width
- X: x coordinate
- Y: y coordinate
- Z: z coordinate

DRAINAGE SYMBOLS

- Diamond (Existing, Proposed)
- New Arrow
- Drainage or Small Creek
- Lake, Pond or Reservoir
- Large Creek
- Wetland
- River
- Spring

EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROL SYMBOLS

- Boring Location (Existing, Proposed)
- Cattleguard (Existing, Proposed)
- Fence w/ Gate (Existing, Proposed)
- Fence (Existing, Proposed)
- Fiber Roll (Ditch and/or Cut Slope)
- Rolled Erosion Control Product
- Diversion Berm
- Check Dam
- Riprap Apron (Proposed)

CONVENTIONAL PLAN SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

- NOTE TO DESIGNERS DO NOT MODIFY ADD OR SUBTRACT ITEMS LEFT OF THIS LINE